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wastewater†
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This study investigates a simple method for the preparation of floating photocatalysts in which the surface

of expanded polystyrene (EPS) is partially dissolved using a diluted solvent that contains TiO2 particles. The

acetone volume content (v/v) and TiO2 weight content (w/v) of the diluted solvent and the stirring time of

the diluted solvent and EPS were optimized through methylene blue (MB) oxidation experiments. The

surface morphology, TiO2 weight ratio, and functional group of the EPS–TiO2 composite (TiEPS) were

characterized. Ethyl acetate, benzene, and acetone were selected as suitable solvents for dilution using this

simple preparation method. MB degradation efficiency of the TiEPS remained stable over 20 reuse cycles,

and minimal TiO2 leaching was observed (up to 3.6 μg L−1 of titanium). Photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI) in

wastewater from a plating plant was evaluated via a composite prepared using waste expanded polystyrene

(W-TiEPS). More than 99% of the Cr(VI) was reduced to Cr(III) within 75 min by W-TiEPS amended with citric

acid under UV-A irradiation (λmax = 350 nm, 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1). These results suggest that

the floating photocatalyst produced via this simple and scalable method should be considered to remove

Cr(VI) and perhaps other water and wastewater contaminants.

1. Introduction

Since photoelectrochemical water splitting was first reported
by Fujishima and Honda in 1972,1 extensive research has
been conducted in the field of photocatalytic water
treatment.2–5 Advanced photocatalytic oxidation processes
(AOPs) are considered environmentally friendly water
treatment technologies because no precursor chemical
oxidizing agents such as O3 and H2O2 are required to destroy

the water contaminants, unlike conventional AOPs.6

Photocatalysis can also be applied to the photocatalytic
reduction of metal compounds in water alongside the
photocatalytic oxidation of organic molecules.7,8

In photocatalytic water treatment, the photocatalyst may be
immobilized onto the surface of a substrate to avoid the need
for an energy-intensive separation process such as membrane
filtration for recovering the catalyst.9–11 A suitable support
material such as a floating photocatalyst can maximize light
harvesting while also facilitating oxidation due to the proximity
of the air/water interface.12,13 Such materials can also be easily
recovered from the water surface after treatment.14 Various
lightweight substrates such as perlite, vermiculite, glass
microbeads, expanded graphite, cork, and polymers have been
used to fabricate floating photocatalysts.14–20

Expanded polystyrene (EPS), commonly referred to as
“Styrofoam”, is a lightweight, inexpensive, and readily available
material that has good insulation properties and high chemical
and mechanical stability.12,21–24 EPS has therefore been widely
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Water impact

A novel and facile preparation method for a floating photocatalyst is described, using a diluted solvent to modify only the surface of the EPS and to
immobilize TiO2. The prepared photocatalyst composite exhibited high and stable activity in photocatalytic oxidation and photocatalytic reduction of
contaminants in water. This method is expected to contribute to the scale up of floating photocatalysts and recycling of waste Styrofoam.
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used in a number of applications such as buildings and
construction, industrial packaging, food containers, and
fishing net floats.22,25,26 However, it does not decompose in the
natural environment because of its inert nature, and the
discharge of large amounts of EPS byproducts can lead to a
serious environmental problem known as “white
pollution”.13,23 Accordingly, EPS-supported floating
photocatalysts offer an opportunity to recycle waste Styrofoam.

Several studies have been conducted on the preparation
and photocatalytic properties of TiO2-immobilized EPS
composites. Altın and Sökmen23 conducted a thermal
attachment process to anchor anatase TiO2 nanoparticles
(with a particle size of 44 nm) onto PS beads. The
photocatalytic properties of the produced material were
tested for the removal of methylene blue (MB) and reductive
removal of Cr(VI) as model contaminants. Magalhães and
Lago12 reported the simple preparation of a floating
photocatalyst based on TiO2 grafted onto EPS by spraying a
PS solution; the floating photocatalyst produced showed high
efficiency in dye degradation. Varnagiris et al.27 deposited a
photoactive anatase TiO2 film onto the surface of EPS using a
reactive pulsed DC magnetron sputtering technique. The
photocatalytic properties were investigated by bleaching the
MB solution under UV irradiation. However, to the best of
our knowledge, the simple approach of partially dissolving
the surface of EPS using diluted solvent that contains TiO2

has never been used to immobilize TiO2 onto EPS surfaces.
In this study, this simple approach of using diluted solvents

was tested for TiO2 immobilization on the surface of EPS. The
effects of solvent volume content, TiO2 weight content, and
stirring time were evaluated using a photocatalytic dye
decomposition test. The photocatalytic activity of EPS–TiO2

composites prepared using different diluted solvents and the
reusability of the prepared photocatalyst were analyzed. The
photocatalyst prepared using waste EPS was evaluated in
photocatalytic reduction tests to remove Cr(VI) in plating
wastewater, and the effects of sacrificial organic compounds
(i.e., electron donors) were also examined.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials

EPS beads were obtained from the Edu Store (Seoul, Korea).
The discarded expanded polystyrene was obtained from the
beach at Buan, Korea. A wastewater sample containing 844.2
mg L−1 of Cr(VI) was obtained from a local plating plant
(Ansan, Korea) (Table S1†). The methylene blue (MB) (C16H18-
ClN3S, ≥96%), citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7·H2O,
≥99.5%), oxalic acid dihydrate (C2H2O4·2H2O, ≥99%), 0.05
mol L−1 EDTA disodium salt solution (C10H14N2Na2O8),
methyl alcohol (CH3OH, ≥99.5%), isopropyl alcohol (IPA,
C3H8O, ≥99.5%), ethyl acetate (EA, C4H8O2, ≥99.7%),
benzene (C6H6, ≥99.5%), acetone (C3H6O, ≥99%), and
potassium chloride solution (KCl, 3.3 M) were purchased
from Samchun Pure Chemical Co. Ltd (Pyeongtaek, Korea).
The titanium dioxide (P25) (TiO2, ≥99.5%) was purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich Co., Ltd. (St. Louis, USA) and the ethyl
alcohol (C2H5OH, ≥99.5%) was purchased from Duksan Pure
Chemicals Co., Ltd. (Ansan, Korea). Deionized water (DI) with
a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm−1 was purified using a Direct-Q 3
UV system (Millipore, USA).

2.2 Synthesis of the EPS–TiO2 composites

EPS–TiO2 (TiEPS) was prepared by dissolving the surface of
the EPS. Typically, 0.8 g of TiO2 nanoparticles were sonicated
(Power sonic 420, Hwashin, Korea) in a 10%, 20 mL acetone
solution for 1 h, after which 0.15 g expanded polystyrene
beads with a diameter of 2–3 mm were added to the above
solution. After stirring for 30 min, the TiO2-immobilized EPS
beads were separated and dried at room temperature for 24
h. The dried TiO2-immobilized EPS beads were stirred
vigorously in 500 mL DI for 4 h to remove any weakly
attached TiO2 particles. The washed TiO2-immobilized EPS
beads were then dried overnight in a vacuum oven (FTVO-
701, SCI FINETECH Co., Korea) at 80 °C. The TiO2 weight
ratio, solvent concentration, anchoring reaction time, and
amount of dissolving solvent used were varied in order to
achieve the optimal MB degradation.

A modified immobilization method was used to synthesize
the EPS–TiO2 composite with waste EPS (W-TiEPS) (Fig. S1†).
EPS waste particles of between 2 mm and 5 mm were
separated using a sieving process. The separated EPS
particles were washed with tap water, ethanol, and DI and
dried overnight in a convection oven at 70 °C (OF-22GW, JEIO
TECH, Korea). Afterwards, 1.875 g of the dried EPS waste was
added to a 10% acetone and 4% TiO2 solution (250 mL) and
mixed in a shaking incubator (SJ-808SF, SEJONG SCIENTIFIC
CO, Korea) at 140 rpm to synthesize W-TiEPS. The W-TiEPS
particles were recovered and dried at room temperature for
48 h. After drying, the W-TiEPS particles were sonicated for
10 min and stirred vigorously in 1 L DI for 4 h. The washed
W-TiEPS particles were then dried overnight in a convection
oven at 70 °C for the Cr(VI) photoreduction experiments.

2.3 EPS–TiO2 characterization

Surface morphology and elemental mapping were observed
using a field emission scanning electron microscope/
energy dispersive spectrometer (FE-SEM/EDS) (JSM-6700F,
JEOL, Japan). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) of samples was
determined using X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku D/max-2500
V/PC diffractometer, Rigaku, Japan). The surface functional
groups of the TiEPS were measured by Fourier transform
infrared-attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR)
spectroscopy (Nicolet iS50, Thermo, Massachusetts, USA).
The weight fraction of the immobilized TiO2 on the TiEPS
was analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Pyris 1,
Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA). Eluted Ti(IV) ions were
detected in the solution after the MB photocatalysis
experiment using an inductively coupled plasma–mass
spectrometer (ICP-MS) (7700x ICP-MS, Agilent Technology,
California, USA). Cations and anions were detected in the
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wastewater using ICP-OES (Optima 8300, Perkin Elmer
Massachusetts, USA) and ion chromatography (Dionex
Aquion, Thermo, Massachusetts, USA).

2.4 Photocatalytic degradation experiments

The photocatalytic activities of TiEPS and W-TiEPS were
investigated via the oxidation of methylene blue and the
reduction of Cr(VI), separately. Six UV lamps (4 W) that were
placed in a black acrylic box were used as a UV-A light source
(λmax = 350 nm). A quartz reactor was positioned at the center
of the acrylic box, 6 cm from the lamps. The light reaching
the quartz reactor was determined by ferrioxalate actinometry
as 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1. Except when otherwise
mentioned, solutions comprising 5 μM MB and wastewater
that had been diluted 100 times (8.442 mg L−1 Cr(VI)) were
used for the experiments, with 0.08 g of TiEPS and 0.1 g of
W-TiEPS added to 50 mL of a solution. Reusability tests
carried out on the TiEPS and W-TiEPS were performed for 3
h and 1.5 h, respectively. The pH of the chromium
wastewater solution was adjusted to 2.0, 5,0, 8.0 by adding 1
M HCl or 1 M NaOH and measured with a pH meter (Orin
Star A211, Thermo, Massachusetts, USA). The ionic strength
of solution was adjusted by KCl.

The residual MB concentration was analyzed using a UV/
visible spectrophotometer (NEO-S2117, NEOGEN, Korea) at a
wavelength of 664 nm. The concentration of hexavalent
chromium was determined by the diphenyl carbazide
colorimetric method using a UV/visible spectrophotometer at
540 nm. The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and metals in
the wastewater sample were measured using a TOC analyzer
(TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Optima
8300, Perkin-Elmer, USA), respectively.

All experiments were replicated and one tailed t-test was
used to determine statistically significant differences between
treatments at the 95% confidence level (p < 0.05).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Simple preparation method for EPS–TiO2 floating
photocatalysts

Acetone is the most widely used solvent in industry and has a
relatively low toxicity compared to many other industrial
solvents.28 Unlike benzene and ethyl acetate, which are good
solvents, acetone is a poor solvent for PS but is completely
miscible with water.28–30 We found that acetone can dissolve
some surface EPS and immobilize TiO2 particles when diluted
with water (Scheme 1). The surface of the EPS was plasticized
by the solvent to enable impregnation of the TiO2 particles.31

Pristine EPS balls were 3.19 ± 0.33 mm in diameter and did
not exhibit any photocatalytic activity. The diameter of the
balls decreased slightly to 3.08 ± 0.35 mm when they were
reacted with a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone
and 4% (w/v) TiO2, after which they became floating
photocatalysts (Fig. S2†). With the TiO2 dose fixed at 4% (w/v),
the TiEPS balls were observed to gradually decrease to 2.84 ±
0.35 mm, 2.83 ± 0.38 mm, 2.54 ± 0.30 mm, and 1.52 ± 0.22
mm in diameter as the acetone volume content (v/v) was
increased to 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%, respectively. EPS balls
were completely dissolved in undiluted acetone containing
4% TiO2, and the TiO2 particles could not be fixed.

To optimize the simple method used to prepare TiEPS, the
effects of acetone volume content (v/v) and TiO2 weight
content (w/v) in the diluted solvent and the time allowed for
stirring with diluted solvent were evaluated in terms of
photocatalytic activity. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
photocatalytic activity per unit mass of TiEPS decreased as
the volume content (v/v) of acetone was increased at a
constant TiO2 weight content (4%, w/v). This is because the
mass of fixed TiO2 particles increased slightly per unit mass
of EPS as the volume of acetone increased, but the spacing
between the TiO2 particles decreased and they aggregated as
the diameter of the composites decreased. Aggregation of
TiO2 particles is known to decrease photocatalytic
activity.32,33 Similar results were found in experiments varying

Scheme 1 Schematic diagram of the simple method of preparing EPS–TiO2 composites using diluted solvents. Volume contents of solvent (v/v):
0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100%.
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the TiO2 weight content (w/v) with a fixed acetone volume
(10%, v/v) (Fig. 1(b)). The photocatalytic activity of the TiEPS
increased as the TiO2 weight content (w/v) increased from 2%
to 4%, but the treatment efficiency decreased with further
addition of TiO2 (8%, w/v). This is likely due to excess
amounts of photocatalyst hindering light penetration.34

The effect of the stirring time on the photocatalytic activity
in diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone, 4% (w/v) TiO2,
and the EPS balls was negligible (Fig. S3†). The preparation
conditions of TiEPS were optimized based on the results of the
photocatalytic degradation, and a stirring period of 30 min
with a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone and 4% (w/
v) TiO2 were selected as the optical conditions.

3.2 Characteristics of the EPS–TiO2 floating photocatalyst

The surface morphology of the prepared EPS–TiO2 floating
photocatalyst was observed by FE-SEM. The spherical shape
of the EPS was maintained by the diluted solvent and the
immobilized TiO2 particles during the disruption of the
surface (Fig. 2 and S4†). However, the surface of the TiEPS
was rougher than that of the pristine EPS balls. Based on the

associated EDS analysis, the surface components of the
pristine EPS balls were carbon (C) and oxygen (O) (Fig. S5†),
while the surface components of the TiEPS were carbon (C),
oxygen (O), and titanium (Ti) (Fig. 3 and S6†), indicating that
the TiO2 particles were successfully fixed onto the surface of
the EPS balls. In addition, EDS mapping confirmed that the
fixed TiO2 particles were uniformly distributed on the surface
of the EPS balls.

The mass of TiO2 particles immobilized on the surface of
the EPS balls was calculated by TGA analysis (Fig. 4(a)). The
pristine EPS balls began to decompose at 175.38 °C, with
residues of less than 0.70% (w/w) at 610.98 °C. The thermal
decomposition properties of the pristine balls were similar to
those reported in the literature,35,36 with a T50% (50% weight
loss temperature) of 403.05 °C. The mass loss of the sample
prepared with dilute solvents containing 10% (v/v) acetone
and 4% (w/v) TiO2 suggested that 8.06% (w/w) TiO2 was
immobilized on the EPS–TiO2 composite. As described
previously, the mass of the fixed TiO2 increased to 10.65%
(w/w) as the volume of acetone reached 90% (v/v) (Fig. S7†).
The T50% values of the samples prepared using 10% and 90%
acetone increased to 410.14 °C and 422.75 °C, respectively,

Fig. 1 Effect of (a) acetone volume content (v/v) and (b) TiO2 weight content (w/v) in a diluted solvent on the photocatalytic activity of EPS–TiO2

composites. Photocatalytic experimental conditions: initial dye concentration = 5 μM; catalyst dose: 1.6 g L−1; irradiation time = 60 min; light
intensity = 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1. Data are plotted as mean of replicates and error bars represent range of observed values.

Fig. 2 FE-SEM images (×30) of (a) pristine EPS ball and (b) EPS–TiO2 composite prepared using a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone and
4% (w/v) TiO2.
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due to the incorporation of nanoparticles into the polymer
composite, thus enhancing the thermal stability.9,36

To demonstrate the successful binding of TiO2 particles,
an XRD analyses of EPS–TiO2 and EPS were performed (Fig.
S8†). The broad 2θ diffraction peak around 21° was ascribed
to polystyrene,37 while the typical diffraction peaks of anatase
appeared in EPS–TiO2 floating photocatalyst at 2θ = 25.29°,
36.91°, 37.73°, 38.54°, 48.02°, 53.81°, and 55.04° (JCPDS 00-
021-1272).38 Weak anatase diffraction peaks indicate
uniformly dispersed TiO2 particles on the EPS surface.37

The functional groups on the TiEPS were studied using FTIR
spectroscopy (Fig. 4(b)). Pristine EPS balls displayed the typical
FTIR spectra of Styrofoam as a common material.39–42 The peaks
observed at 3059, 3025, 2917 and 2849 cm−1 were due to the

stretching and bending vibrations of the C–H bonds. The peaks
at 1601 and 1583 cm−1 confirm the CC stretching. The peaks
at 1492, 1452, 1028, 907, 843, 756, and 697 cm−1 were assigned
to the C–H vibrations of the phenyl groups. The adsorption peak
at 1067 cm−1 was attributed to C–O bond stretching. The
functional groups of the Styrofoam were not changed by TiO2

immobilization when a diluted solvent was used, and the broad
band lying below 800 cm−1 that was associated with TiEPS was
assigned to the bending vibrations of Ti–O–Ti.43,44

3.3 Evaluation of photocatalytic performance and reusability

The photocatalytic performance of the EPS–TiO2 floating
photocatalyst was evaluated by model dye (MB) degradation

Fig. 3 EPS–TiO2 composite prepared using a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone and 4% (w/v) TiO2: (a) surface SEM image (×250), (b)
elemental analysis by EDS, and EDS mappings of (c) C, (d) O, and (e) Ti.

Fig. 4 (a) TGA and (b) FTIR analyses of pristine EPS balls and EPS–TiO2 composites prepared using a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v) acetone
and 4% (w/v) TiO2.
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with UV irradiation (Fig. 5). The adsorption of dye onto both
pristine EPS and TiEPS under dark conditions was negligible.
The dye concentration also did not change when UV was used
alone (photolysis) or when UV was applied to pristine EPS.
Thus, the degradation of MB by TiEPS under UV irradiation was
clearly due to the photocatalytic reaction (Fig. 5(a)). The
apparent first-order degradation kinetic constant (kapp) of the
MB that resulted from the photocatalytic reaction of TiEPS was
0.042 ± 0.006/min, which is comparable to the values (0.006–
0.029/min) reported in the literature.14,45,46 Nevertheless, more
reaction times are required to achieve mineralization with TOC
removal whereas the UV-vis spectrum of MB decreases rapidly
(Fig. S9†). As mentioned previously, benzene and ethyl acetate
are good solvents for PS and can also be used with this simple
preparation method by diluting with ethanol. The EPS–TiO2

floating photocatalysts prepared using ethanol containing 4%
(w/v) TiO2 with 20% (v/v) benzene and 30% (v/v) ethyl acetate
exhibited similar photocatalytic performance (Fig. 5(b)).
Nevertheless, these solvents require other solvents such as
ethanol for dilution instead of water, which hinders their
feasibility and poses environmental concerns.

The photocatalytic performance of the TiEPS was retained
over 20 cycles (indiscernible from the initial value (p < 0.05))
and demonstrated excellent reusability (Fig. 6). Over these 20
cycles, there was no change in the rate of the MB degradation
or the weight of the photocatalyst, which implies that the
deformation of the TiEPS was negligible during continuous
photocatalytic degradation. Furthermore, according to the
ICP-MS analysis, only 3.6 μg L−1 (detection limit 1 μg L−1) of
titanium leached from the composite into the water during
the photocatalytic degradation, which is similar to the
concentration that is found naturally in water (approximately
0.7–43 μg L−1).47 In addition, the functional groups of TiEPS
remained intact after 20 uses.

3.4 Application to the photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI) in
plating wastewater

3.4.1 Effect of sacrificial compounds (electron donors) on
Cr(VI) reduction. To assess the effect of the sacrificial

compounds, which accelerate the photoreduction of Cr(VI) by
hindering the electron–hole recombination, a certain amount
(0.4 mM) of EDTA, oxalic acid, citric acid, isopropyl alcohol,
or methanol were added to the photocatalytic reaction as
scavenger agents (Fig. 7(a)). The photocatalytic Cr(VI)
reduction was significantly enhanced in the presence of
EDTA, oxalic acid, and citric acid under the experimental
conditions used in this study. However, it has also been
reported that the photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI) can be
hindered by EDTA and oxalic acid as a result of interference
by the adsorbed organic molecules that have higher
molecular size and adsorption efficiency for the surface of
TiO2 than Cr(VI).48,49

Citric acid is well known to promote Cr(VI) reduction by
effectively scavenging the positive holes generated during the
photocatalytic process owing to its electron-rich property.50

Thus, citric acid was chosen as a sacrificial molecule, and the
photoreduction of Cr(VI) was observed to accelerate as the
citric acid concentration increased from 0.01 mM to 6.4 mM
(Fig. 7(b)). By adding 0.4 mM citric acid, 8.442 mg L−1 Cr(VI)
was completely removed within 75 min, and the electrical
energy per order (EEO) value for the photocatalytic Cr(VI)
reduction in real plating wastewater decreased from 2472 to
159 kW h m−3 under our experimental conditions.

Fig. 5 Photocatalytic removal of methylene blue dye. Panel (a) shows negligible removal by adsorption under dark conditions or photolysis using
UV. Panel (b) shows photocatalytic activity of EPS–TiO2 composites prepared using different diluted solvents under UV irradiation. Photocatalytic
experimental conditions: initial dye concentration = 5 μM; catalyst dose: 1.6 g L−1; light intensity = 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1. Data are plotted
as mean of replicates and error bars represent range of observed values.

Fig. 6 Reuse of EPS–TiO2 composite to remove methylene blue ([MB]0
= 5 μM) over 20 cycles under UV irradiation (catalyst dose: 1.6 g L−1;
light intensity = 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1).
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The effect of isopropyl alcohol and methanol on the
photocatalytic Cr(VI) reduction was negligible. The adsorption
of these compounds to the TiO2 surface occurs through weak
hydrogen bonding, while the carboxyl groups of organic acids
can form complexes with TiO2 and are attached to the surface
through strong chemical adsorption. Since the photocatalytic
reduction of Cr(VI) mainly occurs on the surface of the
catalyst, the scavenging agents that efficiently adsorbs on the
TiO2 surface are effective.51 Cr(VI) was partially photoreduced
under UV irradiation without the presence of photocatalyst,
but was not reduced when placed in the dark with
photocatalyst in the presence of citric acid (Fig. S10(a)†). This
is because a lone electron pair on the hydroxyl group that is

attached to the carboxyl group may become excited under UV
irradiation and move into the empty d orbital of the Cr(VI),
resulting in the reduction of Cr(VI) as the citric acid is
depleted.50 The Cr(III) concentration increased as the Cr(VI)
concentration decreased (Fig. S11†). Since the experiment
was carried out under acidic conditions (pH 2), the reduced
chromium did not precipitate, and the total chromium
concentration remained constant (11.63 ± 0.15 mg L−1).

3.4.2 Effect of Cr(VI) concentration and catalyst dose. The
effect of initial Cr(VI) concentration was also evaluated using a
system with citric acid (molar ratio, [Cr(VI)] : [citric acid] = 1:
3.24) (Fig. 7(c)). The efficiency of the photocatalytic Cr(VI)
reduction gradually decreased as the initial Cr(VI) concentration

Fig. 7 Effects of (a) sacrificial compound types, (b) citric acid concentrations, (c) initial Cr(VI) concentrations, (d) catalyst dose, (e) solution pH, and
(f) ionic strength on photocatalytic Cr(VI) reduction by W-TiEPS in industrial wastewater (light intensity = 3.93 × 10−9 einstein per cm2 s−1). Data are
plotted as mean of replicates and error bars represent range of observed values.
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was increased by ten-fold from 4.22 to 42.21 mg L−1. The
negative effect of a high initial concentration can be attributed
to the saturation of the surface of the catalyst with Cr(VI)
molecules and to the screening effect of the Cr(VI) species
hindering light penetration and TiO2 photoactivation.

49

Photocatalytic Cr(VI) reduction efficiency increased as the
amount of catalyst used was increased from 0.8 to 2.0 g L−1

(Fig. 7(d)), which can be attributed to the increase in the
number of active sites available.52 However, the change in
the photocatalytic Cr(VI) reduction efficiency was negligible as
the quantity of catalyst was increased from 2.0 to 2.4 g L−1,
and high amounts of catalyst that exceed the optimum
conditions can hinder the access to light, resulting in poor
activation of the photocatalyst.7,8

3.4.3 Effect of solution pH and ionic strength on Cr(VI)
reduction. Solution pH is essential for Cr(VI) reduction as it
dominates the existing species of Cr(VI) (H2CrO4, HCrO4

−, and
CrO4

2−). Based on the visual MINTEQ 3.0 analysis (Fig. S12†),
photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI) was investigated at pH 2, 5,
and 8 with photocatalyst dose at 2.0 g L−1 and initial Cr(VI)
concentration of 8.44 mg L−1. As shown in Fig. 7(e), the Cr(VI)
reduction was decreased as the pH of the solution increased.
The photoreduction efficiency of Cr(VI) decreased to 76.98 ±
0.88% and 17.38 ± 0.17% at pH 5 and 8, while Cr(VI) completely
reduced at pH 2 during 75 min irradiation. The high reduction
efficiency at pH 2 compared to others indicates that the acidic
condition is more favorable for the Cr (VI) reduction.50,53 On
the contrary, the decrease in photoreduction with increasing
pH could be attributed to the deposition of Cr(OH)3, which
lower the reduction efficiency by covering the surface of the
photocatalyst and reduce the light penetration.53,54

The effect of ionic strength on Cr(VI) reduction was also
evaluated (Fig. 7(f)). The photocatalytic reduction rate of Cr(VI)
did not change significantly as the KCl concentration increased
to 0.25 M and 0.50 M compared to the absence of KCl. These
observations indicate that the ionic strength has no significant
influence on the photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI), which was in
accordance with the previous studies.54,55 The slight decrease in
the reduction rate might be attributed to photocorrosion due to
the specific adsorption of Cl− on the photocatalyst.50

3.4.4 Reusability of the catalyst for Cr(VI) reduction in
plating wastewater. A final important aspect to consider is the
ability to reuse TiO2-immobilized photocatalysts. Reuse of the
photocatalyst would significantly reduce the cost of the
photocatalytic operating system while also limiting the amount
of solid waste generated.49 W-TiEPS particles were reused for 5
consecutive photocatalytic reduction cycles under conditions of
8.44 mg L−1 Cr(VI), 0.4 mM citric acid, and 2.0 g L−1 of catalyst
(Fig. S10(b)†). The photoreduction efficiency of the W-TiEPS
composite continued to decrease with the number of reuses,
decreasing by approximately 28% after five consecutive
photoreduction cycles. The decrease in photoreduction activity
during a reuse cycle can be attributed to the presence of
residual intermediates from the previous cycle, which can
block the active sites on the photocatalyst.8 The weight of the
W-TiEPS did not change during the reuse experiments.

4. Conclusions

EPS–TiO2 composite was synthesized as a floating photocatalyst
using a novel simple method, in which a diluted solvent was
used. The TiO2 particles were successfully immobilized on the
surface of the EPS with a diluted solvent containing 10% (v/v)
acetone and 4% (w/v) TiO2. Various solvents that are capable of
dissolving EPS, such as ethyl acetate and benzene, can also be
used in the same manner. The photocatalytic efficiency to
oxidize MB dye was maintained over 20 reuse cycles, with
minimum TiO2 leaching into the treated water. The floating
photocatalyst was also very effective for photocatalytic
reduction of Cr(VI) in industrial wastewater when amended with
citric acid (as electron donor) under UV-A irradiation. Overall,
proof of concept was offered that this facile (and scalable)
diluted solvent preparation method can be used to recycle
abundant waste EPS and produce floating photocatalysts.
These preliminary results encourage future research to assess
the merits and limitations of floating photocatalysts produced
in this manner to oxidize or reduce photocatalytically various
water and wastewater contaminants.
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